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Wireless Speaker Tablet Stand
Stream high quality audio from your Tablet 
or Smartphone while securely holding your 

device in place.



Package Contents:

• Any device capable of transmitting the Bluetooth 
  stereo (A2DP) protocol

Requirements:

Bluetooth Wireless Speaker Tablet Stand, USB Charging Cable, Quick Start 
Guide, Registration / Warranty Card

Stream high quality 
audio from your Tablet 
or Smartphone while 
securely holding your 
device in place. 

The built-in lithium-ion 
rechargeable battery 
provides up to 12 
hours of continuous 
audio and music play. 
USB cable included.

Durable, light-weight, 
foldable design makes 
it the perfect travel 
companion. Mount your 
device in landscape or 
portrait orientation and 
adjust to the perfect 
viewing angle.

Dual 2.5 Watt Amp 
Driven Channel Speak-
ers (85dB) fills even 
the largest rooms 
without distortion.

Don’t have a Bluetooth 
device? Connect any 
digital device with a 
3.5mm auxiliary audio 
output to the auxillary 
port on the stand.

BLUETOOTH DEVICES RECHARGEABLE BATTERY FOLDABLE DESIGN STEREO SOUND QUALITY WIRED CONNECTION

USB2.0 

The Bluetooth Wireless Speaker Tablet Stand is the perfect 
accessory for your Tablet and Smartphone for watching mov-
ies and listening to music. Mount your device in landscape 
or portrait orientation and adjust to the perfect viewing angle. 
The stand’s durable, light-weight and foldable design makes 
it the perfect travel companion. The V-Frame design and non-
slip rubber feet prevent sliding and provide a sturdy footing on 
multiple surfaces.

You will be amazed at the sound quality and clarity this speak-
er stand offers.  With an output capacity of 85 decibels, the 
Bluetooth Wireless Speaker and Tablet Stand fills even the 
largest rooms without distortion.

The compact and light weight design allows for quick and easy 
set-up of your wireless stand and Bluetooth enabled device  
to watch movies and videos or listen to your favorite digital 
music. The built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery provides 
up to 12 hours of continuous audio and music play.

Overview:
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